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Illuminated Glow Roller Shakers 6pk
An engaging set of six metallic 
cylinders with illuminated
contents for rolling, shaking, 
stacking, and turning. The 
shakers light up when switched 
on and provide an engaging 
and multisensory experience. 
An attractive docking station 
charges them and provides easy 
self access.

Giant Bubble Tubes (20cm Diameter)

Sensory ICT Glow Construction 
Blocks Cubes

Magic Carpet

Illuminated Sensory Glow Pebbles 
12pcs
• A set of 12 rechargeable 

illuminated pebbles that can 
be stacked and rolled for 
engaging sensory learning

• Colour changing - explore 
cause and effect

• Manipulate, order, stack, roll 
and place

• Ideal for sensory rooms

Slim light panels which provide 
a wealth of versatile glowing 
learning experiences in a variety 
of subjects. Ideal for scientific 
discovery, the illuminating light 
provides a stimulating base for 
children to explore the  
properties of materials and light. 
Add squidgy sparkle letters or 
numbers to create an engaging 
learning experience. Place gems on top and see the 
light shine through for sensory fun. Accessories not 
included. Available in three sizes

Rectangular Super Slim Light Panel 
A2

Magic Carpet is now mobile 
and offers variable image 
sizes up to a huge 3.6m 
wide! Mobile Magic Carpet 
is a fantastic interactive 
resource with the capacity to 
engage people of all ages 
and abilities. Now with iOS 
and Android control apps!

A set of construction bricks in two 
sizes that light up and change 
colour when they are turned on.

Perfect for using ICT to learn 
sequencing. Each cube requires 2 
x AA batteries (not included).

Wooden Mirror Sensory Trays 4pk

Choose a Giant Bubble Column 
when you really want to make 
a big impression. The size of 
the column makes the Giant 
particularly interesting for older 
children and they are very easy 
to share.

A beautiful collection of wooden nesting mirror shapes ideal 
for exploring reflections. The trays are perfect for sorting and 
collecting. The mirrored base gives these trays an engaging 
design.

Glacier Effect Clear Plastic Ice Bricks
Make a winter wonderland 
scene with these transparent, 
shiny bricks. Children will 
love stacking them to make 
houses, towers, castles or 
even an igloo. Imagine 
building with these bricks in 
real or pretend snow.

Light weight to use, these 
bricks are a fantastic addition 
to your construction area. A 
lovely alternative to regular 
building blocks.
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Set of 5 durable rings. These 
stretchy bands glow under a UV 
light and are an ideal sensory 
toy for those with autism or 
ADHD to fidget and play with. 
20cm in diameter.

UV Stretchy Bangles

SENSORY RESOURCESSENSORY RESOURCES

Sensory Illuminated Writing Board
Encourage children to practise 
their writing in a fun way with 
this glowing writing board. The 
illumination makes the LED board 
an extremely engaging way of 
teaching children to write and 
draw, whilst providing sensory and 
visual stimulation.

Giant Illuminated Mark Making 
Board
A huge, rechargeable, A1 size 
writing board that lights up 
in seven different colours for 
engaging and collaborative 
mark making activities. Press 
the button and see your writing 
glow. There are two buttons so 
each half of the board can be 
operated independently, ideal 
for multiple children to work on 
together. Rechargeable.

UV Fibre Optics with Passive 
LightsourceUV Reactive Smart Putty 

reacts to UV light and 
changes colour. 4 colours 
include: Blue, Purple , Green 
& Yellow. UV light included.

Changes of color in the fibre optic 
strands boost the user’s attention 
and focus. Contact with the optical 
fibres helps us to perceive different 
parts of our body.

Ideal for learning cause and effect, 
recognizing colors and activities that 
encourage communication. Thanks 
to LED technology, the fibre optics shine brightly through the 
strand in a broad range of bright colors.

Available in 2 metres.

Smart Putty

The aroma diffuser uses ultrasonic 
waves to immediately evaporate the 
water and essential oils in its tank to 
produce a fresh, dry, aromatic vapor.

Enjoy the various fragrances that will 
transport you to different sensory 
universes. It is a good tool for working 
on memories or controlling emotions, 
and for inducing relaxation.

Ultrasonic Aromatherapy

Aromatherapy Kit

• 2 plastic droppers
• 4 x 30 ml mixing bottles
• 1 x 50 ml bottle of Sweet 

Almond oil
• 1 x 50 ml bottle of Grape 

Seed oil
• 1 x 10 ml bottle of 

Bergamot essential oil
• 1 x 10 ml bottle of 

Cedarwood essential oil
• 1 x 10 ml bottle Lavender 

essential oil
• 1 x 10 ml bottle Sweet 

Marjoram essential oil
• 1 x 10 ml bottle Chinese 

Mint essential oil

• 1 x 10 ml bottle Rosemary 
essential oil

• 1 x 10 ml bottle Ylang 
Ylang essential oil

Features

An easy-to-use kit for anyone 
beginning to work with the 
art of aromatherapy.

Recommended for use 
with the aromatherapy 
diffuser.

Enjoy the various 
fragrances that will 
transport you to different 
sensory universes. It is 
a good tool to work on 
emotional regulation, 
reminiscences and to induce 
relaxation.
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Fidget BagOptical Effects Sensory Bag

• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 4 x Magic Mirrors
• 3 x Space Blankets
• 2 x Eye Scopes
• 1 x Water Blocks
• 1 x Wooden Magnifying 

Glass

• 2 x Glitter Tube Dinki
• 2 x Glitter Tube Large
• 2 x Glitter Tube Spiral
• 3 x Giant Softie Colour 

Panels

• 1 x Sensory Bag
• 5 x Finger Colour Mats
• 3 x Tactile Animals
• 2 x Koosh Balls
• 4 x Spine Balls
• 3 x Fiddly Fidgets
• 1 x Mondo Ultimate 

Spaghetti Ball

• 6 x Bendy Men
• 1 x Tangle Textured
• 1 x Jump Bean Motion
• 3 x Glitter Tube Dinki
• 3 x Hedgehog Balls

A wide range of visual effects including the prism effect from 
Eye Scopes, a reflective crinkly surface from the Space Blankets, 
magnification from the Wooden Magnifying Glass and see 
through Colour Shapes.

A range of brightly coloured squishy tactile products. Ideal for 
keeping fidgety fingers happy. Useful to aid concentration and 
focus in the classroom.

Features
Features

Create music with this great range of resources.

Music and Percussion Sensory Bag

• 1 x Pump Bag
• 3 x Giraffe Shakers
• 4 x Egg Shakers
• 2 x Croaking Frog
• 4 x Wrist Bells
• 2 x Triangles
• 10 x Hand Clappers
• 4 x Beetle Castanets
• 1 x Star Tambourine
• 2 x Musical Bells

Features

UV Sensory Kit - Medium
This medium-sized UV Sensory Kit contains a variety of fun 
and exciting glow-in-the-dark toys, that is sure to delight and 
entertain learners. When exposed to the UV-light in the dark, 
these toys will glow up, creating a stimulating visual effect, 
giving the opportunity to explore light and colour. The best 
place to use this kit is in a dark enclosed area.

• 1 x Medium Bag
• 1 x UV Torch
• 2 x Gloves
• 2 x Cube Bean Bags
• 2 x Square Bean Bags
• 2 x Spikey Balls
• 1 x UV Pin Art
• 1 x Wavy Spaghetti
• 1 x Glitter Ball

• 43 piece Moon and Stars 
Set

• 5 x Puffer Bracelets
• 1 x Mini Fish Aquarium
• 4 x Soft Fabric Squares
• 2 x Spikey Balls
• 3 x Colour Changing Putty

Features
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EARLY SKILLS & HARDWARE

Easi-Detectors® Outdoor ICT Metal  
Detectors 4pk

Skoog 2.0

Coloured Plastic Potion Bottles 6pk
What potion will you mix in these 
appealing, magical potion bottles? 
They may look like glass but they 
are made from a tough, safe plastic. 
Ideal for using indoors or out. 
Available in clear or colours. This 
engaging resource will really excite. 
Fill with found materials or magical 
mixtures. Coloured H20cm, Clear 
H18cm.

Skoog 2.0 is a musical instrument 
that anyone can play. A new music 
accessory for iPad that opens up 
a world of musicplay to everyone. 
Whether you tap it, twist it or 
squeeze it, the Skoog 2.0 senses 
your touch and cleverly interprets 
your every move to make beautiful 
sound. Adjustable sensitivity means 
that you can play Skoog 2.0 with 
any part of your body: hands, 
elbows, knees or head. Lightweight 
and portable, it’s so easy to set up 
and use. Simply touch to play.

Easi-Speak® Microphones Rainbow 
6pk

Time Timers
Time Timers allow you to 
judge how much time is left 
without having to know how 
to tell time: Users see how 
much time is left in red on 
the clock face. The 3-inch 
(8cm) and 8-inch (20cm) 
Time Timers provide an 
optional audible signal when 
time has expired; the 12-
inch (31cm) does not. Use 
for time scheduled lessons, 
therapy, or as a countdown to 
mealtimes and appointments.

All-Turn-It Spinner

Green Pocket Timer

The switch activated All-Turn-It 
Spinner, with built-in external 
switch jack, enables random 
selections for choosing groups 
or playing games of chance 
like bingo.

Use the Pocket Timer to 
reinforce attention to task and 
to develop independence by 
alerting students when a job 
is done or it’s time to move 
on. Also, great for cooking 
lessons, timed tests or any 
other activity in which time is 
integral.

• Adjustable sensitivity.
• Lightweight and portable.
• Easy to set up.
• Supplied with FREE App 

which integrates with 
iTunes.

• Connect via Bluetooth LE 
or USB.

• Additional option:  
Skoog Mount & Case

• Learning, playing or creating 
music using an accessible 
interface on your iPad or Mac 
– whether you’re a beginner 
or a budding musician!

• Inclusive music making at 
home on stage or in the 
classroom.

• Working with Garageband 
and Logic with an accessible 
performance interface.

• Enabling younger users to 
get musically creative.

• Music education.

Features Applications

Four brightly coloured metal 
detectors on a recharging
docking station. Encourage 
children to explore, dig and 
discover. No need for batteries 
- they can be recharged on the 
storage hub. Battery life is up to 
8 hours. Detection range approx. 
4cm for 2.5cm diameter coin. 

Encourage speaking and listening 
with this colourful set of  
microphone MP3 recorders.
Attractively designed like a  
microphone, children can be the
roving reporter or singing star, 
without being attached to a PC. 
With 128 MB built-in memory, it 
will record up to 4 hours of audio. 
Ideal for reluctant talkers.

Tender No. : 2-23
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Wooden Construction Role Play Brick 
Stand
A handy wooden stand for 
storing your role play bricks.
A great place to stand your 
realistic bricks or play with 
them by stacking them in 
patterns or rows. It makes a 
great giant abacus as well as 
a practical storage solution. 
Holds approx. 50 bricks.

Wooden Stacking Pastel Pebbles 
18pk
Smooth, domed shapes 
to stack, balance, roll and 
explore. Develop fine motor 
skills with this engaging  
open-ended resource. Subtle 
pastel colours lend themselves 
to sorting as well as small 
world activities. Children will 
love exploring the smooth 
texture of these pebbles. They 
could be used in construction, 
as part of a small world lunar 
landscape and so much more.

Braille Buzz
Braille Buzz is an instructional toy 
for young braille learners ages two 
to five. It encourages practice with 
braille characters and phonics, similar 
to a variety of audio-based toys that 
teach print writing.

Braille Buzz resembles a cartoon 
bumblebee, encouraging little ones 
with audio feedback. A friendly 
recorded human voice and fun 
sounds are paired with a Perkins-style 
braille keyboard, designed with little 
hands in mind.

• Phonics Mode: fun sound and 
letter associations are made.

• Keyboard Mode: all key 
combinations are announced 
with dot numbers.

• Letters Mode: dot number 
announcement reinforces the 
relationship between reading 
letters and writing on the 
keyboard. 
 
Requires 2 AA batteries (not 
included).

Three Modes of Play

Mirrored Stacking Pebbles 20pk
This set of smooth 
pebbles will fascinate 
children as they stack 
them or sort them into 
size order.

A fantastic open-ended 
treasure collection with a 
lovely aesthetic quality, 
creating a real sense of 
awe and wonder.

Based on a traditional design this 
collection of stacking storage 
cylinder compartments, each 
with different contents, provides 
a wealth of learning scenarios. 
The children can dismantle and 
stack the containers into various 
towers. They can discover or 
place the objects into each 
section. This is great for counting 
and sorting activities. Discovering 
what is inside the sections will 
really intrigue the children.

Wooden Sorting Stacker Pot

Wooden Stacking Pebbles 20pk
Beautifully crafted 
wooden pebbles that 
can be stacked, rolled 
and sorted.

This open-ended 
resource will spark 
imagination and provide 
lots of possibilities for 
play. 20 pebbles (5 x 
6cm, 5 x 8cm, 5 x 11cm 
and 5 x 15cm).

Double Sided Wooden Outdoor 
Writing Boards 4pk
Try mark making on these 
natural surfaces. A lovely 
addition to literacy and 
numeracy, ideal for outdoor 
writing.

These natural writing 
boards are a lovely yet 
different approach to 
recording and creativity. Use with a write on/wipe off pen 
(water based) and clean with a cloth. Each board has a hole at 
the top for hanging up messages.

EARLY SKILLS & HARDWARE
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Outdoor Mark Making Chalkboard 
Daisies 5pk
Bright, attractive and weather 
resistant these colourful 
chalkboard daisies will 
transform dull playground 
fencing into an exciting and 
fun area.

Attach to fencing through the 
pre-punched holes using cable 
ties supplied or mount on 
playground walls. Wipe clean.

Giant Circular Wooden Stacking  
Pyramid
Super sized stacking resources that 
are beautifully crafted in
Ash and Birch wood. Children will 
love threading the shapes onto the 
central pole. Stack, post, roll, sort 
and line up these chunky shapes.

Role Play Foam House Bricks 25pk
Bring realistic building to your 
setting with these soft, safe
bricks. These building bricks 
are the size and colour of real 
house bricks (they even include 
core holes). However, unlike real 
building bricks, they are made 
from strong, plastic covered 
foam, ideal for indoor and 
outdoor use. Mix sand and water 
for ‘cement’ and add our range 
of building tools for a complete 
role play experience.

Made to look like pieces of 
real wood, these foam 
lumberjack logs can be 
used indoors or out to 
make lots of interesting 
designs. Build your own log 
cabin or create a bridge to 
hop over. Set includes 15 
logs and 15 discs. Easily 
wiped clean.

Role Play Foam Lumberjack Logs 
30pcs

Role Play Stone Foam Building Bricks 
25pk
Realistic pretend rocks in a mix 
of three different colours.
Children will love stacking and 
building walls. Perfect for role 
play indoors or out and can be 
used with wet sand for ‘cement’. 
Watch as the children become 
budding young builders. What 
structures will they make? They 
could make a cottage, a cave or 
even a castle.

EARLY SKILLS & HARDWARE

Metal Creative Cans and Tubs
This set of sturdy metal 
cans and tubs will make 
a lovely addition to your 
outdoor area.

There is something 
appealing about mixing, 
mashing, and squashing 
concoctions together in a 
metal can. Includes three 
cans and three tubs. Our 
metal cans and tubs have 
all been designed for 
educational use.

Role Play Foam Breeze Blocks
Whether building walls 
or a home for Goldilocks, 
the Three Little Pigs or 
just constructing amazing 
structures, children will have 
great fun with these breeze 
blocks.

Realistic blocks for children 
to use for giant construction. 
Lightweight and safe if they 
topple, and wipe clean so 
they go well with wet sand.

Active World Adjustable Stand
Help children self-access 
from different heights 
with this adjustable 
stand, 
designed to fit an Active 
World Tray.

The stand can be set 
at 4 different heights: 
20cm, 30cm, 40cm and 
50cm, ideal for different age children and different activities. 
Easy to assemble, or disassemble to pack away. Active World 
Trays are not included, but are available separately.
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Dance and Move BeatBo
• Use three standard 3.5mm switches (not 

included) or press BeatBo’s buttons on 
his feet to turn him on and off.

• Includes 40+ learning songs, tunes and 
phrases.

• Introduces letters, colours, counting, 
music, cause and effect plus much more.

• Large multi-coloured LED grid tummy 
and fun head bobbing action; watch his 
hips shake to the beat as his head bobs 
back and forth. He also has soft, squishy 
ears.

• Height: 32 cm.
• 4 x AA batteries included.

Little People School Bus
The Fisher-Price Little 
People School Bus 
is switch adapted for 
young switch users to 
enjoy fun play time and 
a sing-along tune.

SWITCH ADAPTED TOYS

Little People Lil’ Movers AirplaneLittle People Fire Engine

Everyone loves bubbles 
and this switch adapted 
new Freddy the Fish bubble 
machine makes them by 
the hundreds! Switch not 
included.

Bubble Liquid available 
upon request.

Bubble Machine Freddy Fish

The Fisher-Price Little 
People Fire Engine 
is switch adapted for 
young switch users and 
combines play-action 
including flashing lights, 
sirens with sing-along 
tunes and dialogue. 
Switch not included.

Lucy the Dog

The Fisher-Price Little 
People Lil’ Movers 
Airplane is switch 
adapted for young switch 
users and combines 
play-action with a catchy 
sing-along tune. Switch 
not included.

Watch Lucy the Dog walk 
along, and as she rests, she 
lifts her head and barks at 
you - then performs a back 
flip! Switch not included.

Drumming Monkey
Drumming Monkey plays his drum, 
squeaks and nods his head. Press 
and hold a switch to activate.

Bubble Fun Machine
Engage and delight children 
and older learners alike with 
this brightly coloured and 
entertaining switch adapted 
bubble machine. Great for cause 
and effect activities as well as 
general good fun!

Bubble Liquid available upon 
request.

Tender No. : 3-29alt2

Tender No. : 3-30

Tender No. : 3-29alt3

Tender No. : 3-30alt6

Tender No. : 3-29alt4

Tender No. : 3-29
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SWITCH ADAPTED TOYS

Peek-A-Boo Bear

Cooker

Flappy the Elephant

Switch Adapted Walking T-Rex

Play peek-a-boo or sing a song 
with Flappy the Elephant. Press 
switch one to make Flappy engage 
in a game of peek-a-boo. Press the 
second switch and Flappy sings a 
song.

This electronic cooker has been 
specially adapted to allow switch 
operation. Plug one or two 
switches into the 3.5mm jack 
sockets and press to start or use 
the front panel controls. It’s ideal 
for cause and effect and role 
play activities in the classroom or 
at home. Accessories included. 
Switch not included.

Battery Switch Adaptors

Pressing the switch will engage the 
child in a game of peek-a-boo as 
the bear lifts and hides behind the 
blanket saying ‘You can’t see me’ 
and ‘Where am I’ before pulling 
the blanket down and saying ‘Here 
I am’.

Turn any suitable battery operated toy into a switch operated toy. 
Place the Battery Adaptor between the battery and contact, then 
plug a switch into the adaptor’s socket.

Dotty Dalmatian
Dotty Dalmatian walks 
forward, sits down, barks 
and peforms a back flip. 
Switch not included.

Robbie Rabbit
Robbie Rabbit hops along then 
sits, raises his ears and squeaks.

De Longhi Microwave
Specially adapted to allow 
switch operation. Plug a switch 
into the 3.5mm jack socket 
and press to start or use 
front panel controls. Realistic 
rotating turntable with interior 
light, noises and flashing 
coloured display. Accessories 
included. Switch not included.

Activate a switch and watch this T-Rex walk and hear it roar. This 
toy is permanently adapted and requires one switch (switch not 
included). Requires 
three AA batter-
ies (batteries not 
included). Color of 
toy may be different 
than what is shown in 
photos on this page.

Tender No. : 3-30alt2

Tender No. : 3-30alt5

Tender No. : 3-30alt4

Tender No. : 3-29alt1

Tender No. : 3-30alt7

Tender No. : 3-20 (AA/AAA) / 3-21 (C/D)
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EARLY ICT SKILLS & SOFTWARE

ChooseIt! Ready-Mades Literacy 
Series
This series contains over 20 activities that map directly to the DfES 
Primary Strategy Letters and Sounds document.

Choose and Tell: More Nursery 
Rhymes

Choose and Tell: Legends

Choose and Tell: Nursery Rhymes

Choose and Cook
An easy, fun story based program about preparing healthy food 
and home kitchen management. Aimed primarily at  
non-readers with severe learning difficulties of all ages, and 
perfect for mainstream primary classes.

Modern yet magical, Choose 
and Tell: Fairy Tales brings 
the classics to life. Choose 
from Snow White, Beauty, 
Cinderella, Princess Aurora 
(also known as Sleeping 
Beauty) or Rapunzel.

Choose and Tell: Fairy Tales

Choose a character from a 
popular nursery rhyme and 
tell your own story. You decide 
what happens next! Choose 
from Humpty Dumpty, the 
Grand Old Duke of York, Old 
Mother Hubbard, Old King 
Cole or Baa Baa Black Sheep.

Building on the success of 
Choose and Tell: Nursery 
Rhymes, this program takes 
your learners on a magical 
adventure based on legends 
from different cultures.

Counting Songs 2

The fourth title in the highly 
popular Choose and Tell series 
- stories with choices! ‘Nursery 
Rhymes’ was so popular that 
we’ve created another one like 
it, but with different nursery 
rhyme characters.

Ten original, contemporary-style 
songs with entertaining  
animations, designed for KS2 
children with learning  
difficulties. Seven of the songs 
count up from 1 to 5, whilst 
three count down.

ChooseIt! Ready-Mades Numeracy  
Series
This series contains over 
20 separate revision 
activities that map directly 
to Foundation Stage, 
P-scales or National 
Numeracy Strategy 
targets.
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EARLY ICT SKILLS & SOFTWARE

Percy Gets Measuring
Designed to help children explore the 
subject of measurement at Key Stage 
1, children can practice using a set of 
balances on-screen to compare and 
match weights. Length is explored 
with activities involving measuring 
and comparison (using standard 
and non-standard units), whilst 
the activities on capacity also use 
standard and non-standard units. This 
title is fully narrated for unsupervised 
use.

Percy’s World Of NumbersPercy’s has fun with Science

Percy Keeps Counting

Percy Gets Into Shapes
Children will be able to develop skills 
in recognizing everyday objects by 
their shape, identifying shapes by their 
names and understanding the properties 
that make up each shape. Designed 
to develop children’s understanding 
of shapes and their properties at Key 
Stage 1 and improve ICT skills, spoken 
instructions make this program suitable for 
unsupervised use and it is also suitable for 
use with touch screens.

In an easy and fun way Percy the  
caterpillar invites children to explore the 
letters of the alphabet and the sounds, 
and at the same time will encourage them 
to recognise various objects that start 
with the same initial letter. Graphemes 
and phonemes are also covered as Percy 
looks at the pronunciation and spelling of 
simple words.

Percy’s Alphabet Workshop
The fun activities included in the program 
encourage the user to practice counting 
in different contexts, including counting 
on from a number and counting in twos, 
fives and tens. Percy Keeps Counting is 
supplied with printable worksheets and 
features 3 levels of difficulty with 
narrated text. Suitable for unsupervised 
use, this title also includes an extensive 
teacher’s section.

Percy’s Art Box

An animated on-screen number book, 
introduces the user to numbers up 
to 20 and teaches them to recognise 
numbers. The activities are designed to 
build on the child’s skills, with 3 difficulty 
levels, to cover the themes of counting, 
comparing numbers, sequencing 
numbers and ordinal Numbers. Suitable 
for unsupervised use, the title is fully 
narrated, includes printable worksheets 
and has an extensive teacher’s section.

An animated on-screen number book, 
introduces the user to numbers up 
to 20 and teaches them to recognise 
numbers. The activities are designed to 
build on the child’s skills, with 3 difficulty 
levels, to cover the themes of counting, 
comparing numbers, sequencing 
numbers and ordinal Numbers. Suitable 
for unsupervised use, the title is fully 
narrated, includes printable worksheets 
and has an extensive teacher’s section.

The art box activity provides a selection 
of simple drawing and painting tools to 
encourage children to be creative. In the 
usual, clear and clutter-free Percy style, 
children can also practice colouring on 
the computer and painting by numbers. 
The collage tool makes it easy to create 
pictures with shapes and images, whilst 
the activities included also encourage 
children to begin to recognise colour 
names.

Percy On The Move
Percy the caterpillar, encourages children 
to explore position, direction, movement 
and spatial awareness through a range 
of fun activities for Foundation and Key 
Stage 1. With spoken instructions and 3 
levels of difficulty for each activity, the 
appropriate language is used for the 
age group and so is ideally suited for 
unsupervised use. A teacher’s section 
and printable worksheets complement 
the activities that include a maze, picture 
grids, puzzles and games to develop the 
use of positional language.
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Percy’s Learning Box: 2

Percy’s Learning Box: 3

Percy’s Learning Box: 1

Percy’s Learning Box: 5

Percy Learns Time Percy’s Money Box

This is a compilation CD of 4 ‘Percy’ titles 
that cover the topics of parts of a computer,  
developing mouse and keyboard skills, 
drawing, shapes, the body, senses, our-
selves, healthy living, puzzles and thinking 
and logic skills. Purchasing as a compilation, 
Percy’s Learning Box 5, represents excellent 
value for money, offering savings over the 
purchase of individual titles. Each title is 
fully narrated (ideal for non-readers), offers 3 
levels of difficulty in each activity and can be 
used unsupervised. Using language 
appropriate to the age group, the titles also 
offer extensive teacher sections and 
printable worksheets.

Children can join Percy the caterpillar to 
practice skills involved with time. As a 
program designed for Key Stage 1, spoken 
instructions, colourful graphics and 
animations make this ideal for unsupervised 
use in the classroom. The six activities 
feature both analogue and digital clocks 
and encourage the player to participate 
in activities that involve reading the time, 
setting a clock to given times, finding a 
clock with a given time, placing events in 
the correct order and working out time 
differences. 

Children can join Percy the caterpillar to 
practice skills involved with time. As a 
program designed for Key Stage 1, spoken 
instructions, colourful graphics and 
animations make this ideal for unsupervised 
use in the classroom. The six activities 
feature both analogue and digital clocks 
and encourage the player to participate 
in activities that involve reading the time, 
setting a clock to given times, finding a 
clock with a given time, placing events in 
the correct order and working out time 
differences. 

Percy’s Learning Box 4 is a collection of 
4 ‘Percy’ titles that offers considerable 
savings over the purchase of the 
individual titles. Each title is suitable for 
unsupervised use, as it is fully narrated 
and the activities feature three levels of 
difficulty. The activities cover topics such 
as materials, physical and life processes, 
musical pitch, tempo, dynamics and 
duration, as well as phonics, spelling, 
rhyme, counting on, counting back and 
organising objects.

Percy’s Learning Box: 4

Percy’s Learning Box 1 is a compilation of 4 
‘Percy’ titles that cover counting, addition, 
subtraction, grouping, patterns, shapes, 
size, colour, thinking, matching, puzzles, 
sequencing, logic, memory, observation 
and listening. The compilation represents 
substantial savings over the purchase of 
the individual titles. All four titles feature a 
selection of fun activities, each with three 
levels of difficulty that are fully narrated 
throughout - ideal for non-readers. Using 
language appropriate to the age range, 
the titles also feature extensive teacher’s 
sections along with printable worksheets for 
use away from the computer.

Percy’s Learning Box 3 contains a 
compilation of 4 individual ‘Percy’ 
titles. With the topics covering money, 
purchasing items and giving change, 
spatial awareness, movement, direction, 
length, weight, capacity and animals in a 
variety of habitats, this compilation offers 
a fantastic saving over the purchase of 
the separate titles. Percy’s Learning Box 3 
contains a wide selection of fun activities 
that are ideal for un-supervised use – even 
by non-readers (each title is fully narrated). 
Three levels of difficulty for each activity, 
printable worksheets and extensive teacher 
sections are also featured in this product.

This title is a compilation of 4 ‘Percy’ titles 
that cover time (using both analogue and 
digital clocks), time sequences, numbers, 
counting, number sequences, ordinal  
numbers, puzzles, visual perception,  
matching, letters, spelling, and the alphabet. 
Percy’s Learning Box 2, represents excellent 
value for money, offering savings over the 
purchase of individual titles. Each of the titles 
is fully narrated (ideal for non-readers) and 
can be used unsupervised. With extensive 
teacher sections and printable worksheets, 
the Percy titles with their interesting activities 
and appropriate language are sure to be a hit 
in your classroom.

EARLY ICT SKILLS & SOFTWARE

Percy Teaches Maths
Build foundations in basic maths including 
counting, adding, subtracting, patterns, 
sequences and sorting with this all-new, 
improved and relaunched title. Especially 
redesigned in 2008 to work with the 
National Curriculum for mathematics at 
Key Stage 1. The friendly caterpillar, Percy, 
asks the children to help him complete 
interesting activities that involve simple sums 
using both numbers and pictures, dividing 
objects into sets and completing sequences.
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Percy’s Music Club

Percy’s Body Explorer

Percy’s Music Club enables children to ex-
plore some of the many elements of music in 
a selection of fun activities.

The activities, each narrated, and with 3 
levels of difficulty cover the topics of pitch, 
duration, tempo and dynamics. This fun title 
also features both an on-screen keyboard 
and activity for children to compose music, 
which can be recorded and played back.

This Percy title, aimed at Key Stage 1 and 
suitable for unsupervised use, also includes a 
good selection of printable worksheets and 
an extensive teacher’s section.

Percy explores the body and 
enables children to learn about 
related topics in this title for 3-6 
year olds.

Focussing on the themes of 
‘Ourselves’ and ‘Health & 
Growth’, a selection of 
activities are provided for
children to practice recognising 
and labelling parts of the body, 
understanding the senses and 
differences and similarities 
between people. Vocabulary 
appropriate to the age group is 
used throughout this title which 
also covers the topic of ‘looking 
after yourself’.

Percy’s Body Explorer is
supplied with printable
worksheets and features 3
levels of difficulty with narrated 
text. Suitable for unsupervised 
use, this title also includes an extensive teacher’s section.

• Printable activity sheets and fully narrated.
• Great follow up activities for school topics.
• Fun animations at the end of each activity.
• Covers the topics of: The senses; Parts of the body; 

Differences & similarities; and Looking after yourself.

• Bric-a-Brac: Matching
• Bric-a-Brac: Sorting
• Bric-a-Brac: Thinking
• Bric-a-Brac: Identifying

• All titles are switch compatible
• Supplied on a single CD for easy installation.
• Fun activities based on popular themes.
• 4 great titles: Matching, Sorting, Thinking and Identifying.
• Clear, attractive images and fully narrated throughout.

Bric-a-Brac Thinking
Bric-a-Brac: Thinking, boasts a selection 
of fun activities that are fully narrated and 
use clear photographs. The activities, 
designed for early years, help to develop 
important basic skills. Players have to 
think carefully to find images that are the 
opposite to each other, find images that 
go together, find objects for a task and 
think about images related to colour and 
time.

Switch and touch-screen compatible, this 
title also features an extensive teacher’s 
section. Bric-a-Brac: Thinking, is ideal for 
unsupervised use.

Bric-a-Brac Identifying
Practice identifying images that meet 
given criteria in this Bric-a-Brac title. 
Find clothes of a certain colour and 
animals with spots, stripes and shells. 
Guess what is hiding behind the frosted 
window and look for images based on 
numbers and initial letters.

Suitable for pre-school children, infants 
or those with special educational needs, 
Bric-a-Brac: Identifying, features a fully 
narrated interface, with clear and 
attractive images. The activities are 
suitable for unsupervised use.

EARLY ICT SKILLS & SOFTWARE

Bric-a-Brac Sorting
This Bric-a-Brac title has been created to 
help develop thinking and logic skills. In 
the activities included, the player must 
sort images into groups and with themes 
covering food, indoors & outdoors, animals, 
shapes, numbers and colours, there’s 
something for everyone in this title.

Bric-a-Brac: Sorting, features clear attractive 
images and all text is fully narrated for easy 
use. This title is suitable for unsupervised 
use and is also switch and touch-screen 
compatible. An extensive teacher’s section 
is included to provide full control of the 
program.

Bric-a-Brac Basic Skills
The Bric-a-Brac series is 
designed to provide a 
selection of fun activities for 
children to practice and 
develop important basic 
skills. This single CD, Basic 
Skills compilation, includes 
four titles – Matching,
Sorting, Thinking and 
Identifying. Purchasing as a
compilation saves money, 
over the purchase of 
individual titles.

Whether used for pre-school 
children, infants or those 
with special educational 
needs, each title features an 
easy-to-use, fully narrated 
interface.

Features:

Titles Included:

Features:
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Sing And Play
Join Mother Goose as she encourages 
early literacy through eight traditional 
nursery rhymes. Each rhyme is introduced 
a line at a time and is fully narrated, with 
each  word highlighted as it goes along. 

The Learner’s Library: 
Minibeasts

The Learner’s Library: 
On The Farm
The Learner’s Library: On The Farm is a 
reference CD designed for Key Stage 1 
that explores farm animals, machinery 
and produce.

It combines photographs and video 
footage, with two different levels of text 
for each entry, all of which can be 
accessed through a menu, index or 
search facility. 

Designed for Key Stage 1, The Learner’s 
Library: Materials is a reference CD that 
explores the topic of materials.

Video footage and photographs combine 
with two different levels of text to provide 
information on natural materials, man-
made materials and the properties of 
different materials. Each entry includes 
several pages of information, that are fully 
narrated and can be access through a 
menu, index or search facility.

The Learner’s Library: 
Material

The Learners Library: Minibeasts is 
one of a range of reference CD Roms 
designed especially for Key Stage 1.

This title presents information in an 
easy-to-understand way on a wide 
selection of minibeasts. Each entry 
consists of a colour photograph, 
combined with sounds and video where 
appropriate. Two different levels of text 
(fully narrated for non-readers) for each 
entry is provided and information can 
be retrieved through the menu, index or 
search facility.

The Learner’s Library:
Volume 1
The Learner’s Library: Volume 1 represents 
superb value for money, as it contains 4 
of the popular Learner’s Library titles - 
Minibeasts,Transport, Musical Instruments 
and On The Farm. With a consistent, 
easy-to-use, interface between titles, each 
one provides a reference designed for 
Key Stage 1 that can be searched via a 
menu, index or search facility. The titles 
include photographs, video footage and 
two levels of narrated text for each entry, 
along with activities, printable worksheets 
and extensive teacher sections.

The Learner’s Library:
Volume 2
The Bric-a-Brac series is designed to 
provide a selection of fun activities 
for children to practice and develop 
important basic skills. This single CD, 
Basic Skills compilation, includes four 
titles – Matching, Sorting, Thinking and 
Identifying.  

Purchasing as a compilation saves  
money, over the purchase of individual 
titles. 
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The Learner’s Library:
Pet
Pets, the latest addition to the Learner’s 
Library range, is a fantastic reference CD 
designed especially for young children. 
Information is presented using video 
footage and photographs that focus on 
different pets. The types of animals kept 
as pets, what to feed them, how to look 
after them and more is all covered and 
searchable through menus, indexes and 
an in-built search facility.

Bric-a-Brac Matching
This title in the Bric-a-Brac range is 
designed to provide a selection of fun 
activities for children to practice and 
develop important basic skills. Whether 
used for pre-school children, infants or 
those with special educational needs, it 
features an easy-to-use, fully narrated 
interface.

The player can practise matching two 
halves of an image, matching an object 
with its shadow, matching pairs,
matching letters with and image, and 
finally matching numbers and shapes.
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Phonic Word Builder

Word Search Creator 
Deluxe

The Learner’s Library:
Wild Animals

Infant Image Workshop
Children at Foundation and Key Stage 
1 will enjoy using the Infant Image 
Workshop to create exciting scenes and 
images. The title provides an easy-to-use, 
intuitive framework to enable the user to 
use the images provided to create their 
own collage.

Providing topics ideal for the classroom, 
this product allows the user to create 
a layout of a town, make a minibeast 
scene, build a face and layout a scene 
based on fantasy and fairy tales.

This is one of a range of reference CD 
Roms designed especially for Key Stage 
one that explores wild animals with a 
wealth of photographs, video footage and 
fully narrated text.

Two different levels of text for each entry 
are provided and information can be 
retrieved through the menu, index or 
search facility. With information presented 
in an easy-to-understand format, the pupil 
also has access to a scrapbook facility for 
making notes and a spoken glossary to 
help with difficult words.

Based around a central control panel the 
software is ideal for teachers and pupils to 
quickly create searches based on a current 
theme. Choosing from 5 difficulty levels 
(and an option to use ‘red herrings’), 
you can create square or shaped word 
searches, which can be used on-screen or 
printed out for use within the classroom 
for any subject, making this an invaluable 
resource for teachers of any age group.

Visit the Phonic Factory, where children 
are encouraged to use a selection of 
machines to assist with the learning 
of phonic skills, reading, spelling and 
sentence building.

This program supports the Literacy Hour 
and is divided into sections with bright 
and colourful interactive screens, where 
the child is motivated to construct words 
using the wide vocabulary included, for 
teaching phonics, as well as completing 
simple sentences.

EARLY ICT SKILLS & SOFTWARE

Junior Image Workshop
The Junior Image Workshop provides 
a selection of images and artwork to 
enable children to easily create scenes 
and images of their own. Based around a 
simple menu system, the user can select 
images which can be scaled or rotated as 
required.

The clear interface provides topics 
covering Egyptians and inside a pyramid, 
laying out a room, tessellating patterns 
and outdoor environments. This title 
features pop-up picture menus that make 
it simple to click and drag images into 
position.

The EmPower Foundation
Join Captain Conrad in his fantastic Space 
Adventure. Journey from planet to planet 
and play fun games and activities at every 
stop. Each activity is specially designed 
to work on a particular skill, numeracy, 
literacy, art, ICT, music and many other 
areas are all covered in this wonderful 
title.

Learners are taken stage by stage 
through the many applications of the 
mouse. Move the mouse over an object, 
drag and drop, drag along a path and 
the use of drop-down menus are all 
represented. Various clicking activities 
can be found such as clicking anywhere, 
click timing and double clicking.

Introductions to each activity are 
provided and the successful completion 
of a task is met with a range of pleasing 
rewards.

IT Mouse Skills

The Learner’s Library: 
Food
The Learner’s Library: Food is an infant 
reference CD, designed for KS1 that 
focuses on the subject of food.

The product uses photographs, narrated 
descriptions with two levels of text and 
video footage to demonstrate where 
different types of food come from, what 
they look like and how they can be used. 
The main food groups of fruit, vegetables, 
meat, fish, dairy produce and sugars/
starches are included and every entry can 
be accessed via a menu, index or search 
facility.
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